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Introduction 
The sub-epithelial connective tissue graft (SECTG) is a periodontal 
surgical modality utilizing autologous connective tissue to correct 
mucogingival deformities around teeth and implants. First described 
by Langer1 in the 1980’s, the SECTG revolutionized periodontal 
surgery as an improvement over the free gingival graft (FGG) – 
achieving more predictable root coverage, with greater esthetic 
results and less post-operative discomfort.2 Classically, the outcome 
measures when treating recession defects have included percent 
root coverage (%RC), the percent of the recession defect that 
becomes covered by gingiva, and complete root coverage (CRC), 
the frequency in which complete root coverage is obtained. The 
SECTG is considered to be the gold standard for the treatment of 
gingival recession (GR) with reported mean %RC of up to 98% and 
CRC up to 89%2 and remain stable long term.3 Unlike the FGG, 
only the connective tissue layer is harvested, leaving the epithelium 
and a supportive layer of connective tissue to aid in primary closure 
at the donor site (fig 1). While the literature supports reduced post 
operative sequellae when compared to a FGG,4  reports exist of 
donor site morbidity associated with the SECTG, such as post-
operative pain, bleeding, flap necrosis, infection and paresthesia.5,6 
These complications may cause hesitation in a patient or 
practitioner to proceed with a SECTG. Alternatives exist that spare 
the patient the donor site morbidity associated with SECTG harvest, 
yet produce acceptable root coverage outcomes. The purpose of this 
clinical update is to review the currently available “off-the-shelf” 
SECTG alternatives that preclude the need for a second surgical site 
to obtain the donor tissue; specifically acellular dermal matrix, 
xenogeneic collagen matrix, enamel matrix proteins and guided 
tissue regeneration.  
 

 
Figure 1: Harvesting of an SECTG 

 
Acellular Dermal Matrix 
Aseptically processed to remove immunogenic cells, acellular 
dermal matrix (ADM) is a human dermis allograft that provides a 
biologic scaffold of connective tissue, proteins and vascular 
channels.7 The structure of the dermal matrix remains  intact after 
processing and allows new fibroblasts, vascular elements and 
collagen from the host to become incorporated with the allograft.7 
Indications include root coverage, gingival augmentation and soft 
tissue augmentation on edentulous ridges and around implants.7 
While the initial clinical studies showed promise with GR 
correction comparable to the SECTG (93.4% vs. 96.6%), long-term 

results revealed that the mean root coverage at 5 years is a 
disappointing 65.8%.3 The advantages to the use of ADM include  
similar histologic results compared to SECTG8 and the availability 
of multiple sizes that have a 2-year shelf life.7 The disadvantages 
include decreased long-term results3, the necessity to be completely 
covered and a peri-operative rehydration process7 that may hamper 
surgical efficiency.  
 
Xenogeneic Collagen Matrix  
Xenogeneic collagen matrix (XCM) is a bilayered three-
dimensional collagen matrix that provides a scaffold for 
regenerating gingiva, allowing surrounding tissue of the recipient 
site to grow through the matrix rather than beneath it.9 Obtained 
from a porcine source, this bilayer design incorporates pure type I 
and III collagen originating from peritoneal tissue in a dense layer, 
adding rigidity; and a spongious matrix derived from dermal tissue, 
promoting the ingrowth of host cells.9 XCM is sterilized by gamma 
irradiation and carefully purified to avoid antigenic reactions.9,10 
XCM is indicated in the treatment of insufficient keratinized tissue, 
deepening shallow vestibules, and achieving primary closure over 
immediate implants, as well as the correction of GR.10 XCM has 
been reported to be a suitable replacement in terms of percent root 
coverage when compared to connective tissue grafts11, achieving 
88.5% RC at one year.11 XCM has a long shelf life of 36 months, is 
available in unlimited quantities and has been shown to be 
successful in situations where full graft coverage may not be 
possible.9 While XCM has several purported benefits, data are not 
yet available showing long term surgical results comparable to 
autologous connective tissue.  
 
Enamel Matrix Derivative Proteins  
Enamel matrix derivatives (EMD) are a collection of proteins 
secreted by Hertwig’s epithelial root sheath during tooth 
development.12 This extract is derived from developing tooth buds 
of 6-month old piglets, 90% of which is amelogenin – a protein 
strongly linked to cementogenesis in humans.12 The remaining 
organic components are ameloblastin, enamelin, tuftelin, 
enamelysin (a matrix metalloproteinase) and enamel matrix serum 
proteinase.13 In 2000, several case reports14,15 introduced using 
EMD as a stand-alone option with a coronally advanced flap (CAF) 
or adjunctively with a SECTG in the treatment of GR. In 2003, 
McGuire compared both the SECTG and EMD under a CAF for GR 
treatment, publishing both clinical and histologic results.16,17 The 
performance of EMD was comparable to that of the control, with 
95.1% average %RC and CRC obtained 89.5% of the time. In a 
follow-up study with 10 year results, the same author found that 
both EMD and SECTG treated sites remained stable.18 A potential 
advantage of EMD is its availability in 3 sizes (0.7ml, 0.3ml and 
0.15ml) depending on the extent of the surgical site to be treated; 
possibly eliminating the waste of unused portions. Disadvantages 
include the added cost (approximately $105-172 per site), the need 
for refrigeration of the product at 2-8°C and the technically 
demanding nature of the product as it is critical to keep the site free 
of saliva and blood during application of EMD. 
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Guided Tissue Regeneration 
Guided tissue regeneration (GTR) is a procedure typically 
employed with the goal of regenerating lost periodontal attachment 
(bone, cementum and PDL) of intrabony and furcation defects by 
excluding epithelial invasion to the root surface while promoting 
mesenchymal cell proliferation and differentiation.19 The results 
from a meta-analysis and a review suggest that when used to correct 
gingival recession, GTR with a barrier membrane can achieve up to 
42% CRC and an average RC of 74%.2,20 Recently, Nickels et al 
found that after 10 years, the long-term stability of root coverage 
with GTR matched that of the SECTG.21 Benefits of GTR for 
recession can be surmised from a histologic study that showed that 
a new periodontal attachment including newly formed cementum 
might be achieved.22 However, in a larger case series involving four 
teeth, Harris showed that a long junctional epithelial attachment 
dominated.23 When compared to the SECTG, which has been 
demonstrated to achieve a new attachment termed a connective 
tissue adhesion24 that does not include the formation of new 
cementum,24 the advantage of GTR becomes less clear. Similar to 
the XCM, compared to the SECTG there is the added cost of a 
barrier membrane. 
 
Conclusion 
While the SECTG still remains the gold standard for the treatment 
for GR, many alternatives exist that alleviate the need for a second 
surgical site to harvest donor tissue. These alternatives – acellular 
dermal matrix, xenogeneic collagen matrix, enamel matrix proteins, 
and guided tissue regeneration – all offer the benefit of off-the-shelf 
availability, but none match the clinical results when attempting to 
achieve complete root coverage. However, in the case of a patient 
who either refuses to undergo SECTG harvesting or is not a 
candidate due to medical concerns, these products may offer an 
attractive substitute. As with all periodontal surgeries, patient 
selection is critical as is patient education to all the risks and 
benefits. 
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